Would like to meet. Successful,
energetic and ambitious international
consultancy WLTM hard-working,
dynamic individuals for LTR.
GSOH not essential but always helps.

Hello, is it me you’re looking for?
It could be. And we’d be delighted to welcome you to
the fold as at Pinnacle we’re always looking to bring
in new people to help us do what we do – ensuring
law firms get the best out of their system investments.
Today we’re one of the world’s leading consultancies
for implementing and optimising specialist systems
used in legal - generally created by our partners
Thomson Reuters Elite (TRE) and Intapp – and that
means huge opportunities for the right people.

Is this you?
We’re great believers in building a team of all the talents
so you could be doing any one of a number of things
currently – see our non-exhaustive list below. If you’re
enjoying your role but feel like you want to go to the
next level, or if you want to move from working for a
law firm to consulting to them, or if you want to take
your previous experience and just leap with it into
something completely different, then that’s fine with us.
Business support staff from law
firms (or professional services)
 inance, marketing or risk
F
team members with an
interest in technology
Professional services
finance systems
Pricing expertise
IT developer with experience of:
	
Workflow and process
development – for Risk
and New Business Intake
Word ML/XML – for Billing team
Integration – for all
teams (esp Risk and NBI,
Time, Info Security)

Part qualified accountants
 o work in our finance
T
systems migrations team
Professional services
pricing consultancy
Reporting and user experience
 resenting financial and
P
other information
Change management
Programme managers
Communication specialists
Training
Project management
Programme managers
Project managers
Project support

Is this what you want?
Let’s look beyond job technicalities for a moment.
What do you want for your career? If some of these
pique your interest, then you could equally pique ours:
	
Working for world-class
clients: advising, influencing
and supporting some of the
best legal firms in the world

 ersonal growth, satisfaction
P
and responsibility that comes
with continued expansion
and peer validation

 pportunities to travel and
O
work across UK, Europe and US

Client facing if you
		 	
want to be

Infinite variety with no two
clients or projects ever being
the same but always demanding
and satisfying in equal measure

		

Project leadership
if you want it

This is us
Why are we banging the recruitment drum so
loudly? Simply because we have built our reputation
and success on our people – their abilities, their
commitment, their focus. They have helped us
become a leading partner of both Thomson Reuters
Elite and Intapp, relationships that today are helping
fuel unprecedented demand for our services.
Naturally we want more people like them, we want to
bring in new colleagues, augment our resources, enrich
our thinking and reward everyone with a continuing
flow of varied, challenging and exciting projects.
And those projects? With
so many growth areas,
there’ll be one for you:
Intapp: Our partnership is
throwing up so many different
opportunities – from custom
new business intake processes
to off the shelf risk solutions
to the brave new world of
experience management and
pricing. An incredible pipeline,
superb variety, a great fit for
business analysts and workflow
developers, or anyone with
an interest in optimising
process and performance,
or managing change.

Business Intelligence: We are at
the forefront of TRE’s charge with
its Data Insights product, engaging
with product development
as well as implementing and
supporting it in the field. It’s
intense, needs plenty of analytical
rigour but a superb chance
to consult at a high level.
Finance Systems: Quite simply,
around 400 law firms will be
changing their finance systems
over the next four years.
That means unprecedented
demand for a whole host of
roles – data migration, new
application implementation,
project management, change
agents and trainers. If you want
to be an expert in this field,
there will never be a better
time to take that decision
– and make your move.

Do we have a future together?
When we say we’re always looking for good
people, we mean it - you don’t have to wait
until we advertise a specific opportunity.
If you’ve had experience of
a law or accountancy firm, a
management consultancy or have
relevant skills from commerce,
and you think you could be
a good fit for one of our practice
teams, then please drop an
email to jobs@pinnacle-oa.com.
Please outline why you are
interested in the Pinnacle
opportunity and try to give us a
flavour of the sort of contribution
you would hope to make.

If you’ve had no direct work
experience within legal but
believe you have the aptitude
and attitude to excel in a
consulting role and would
relish the opportunity to start
your career with Pinnacle, then
please look at our Academy
page on our website. This has
been especially designed to
take the best raw talent and give
recruits an accelerated track into
consulting with the global elite.

The last word
If you’re interested but just not sure about applying – you
might be worried about relevant experience, for example –
we would still urge you to get in touch. Nothing ventured,
nothing gained – we will acknowledge every email and you
never know, this could be the start of a great relationship.

To get in touch email Suzanne Stubbings at jobs@pinnacle-oa.com

